1.2.893
Arnold for 3ds Max is provided by the MAXtoA plug-in.

Release Date
November 16, 2017
This is a feature release, using the Arnold 5.0.2.0 core, and is MAXtoA build 893.

Installation
Get the installer on Solid Angle Downloads.

Enhancements:
New sub-surface scattering algorithm in standard_surface: unlike the empirical BSSRDF method
based on diffusion theory, this new method actually traces below the surface with a real random
walk and makes no assumptions about the geometry being locally flat. This means it can take into
account anisotropic scattering like brute-force volume rendering and produces much better results
around concavities and small details. It can also be substantially faster for large scattering radius.
On the other hand, the new method can be slower in dense media, does not support sss_setname
for blending two surfaces together, may require redialing materials to achieve a similar look, and is
more sensitive to non-closed meshes, "mouth bags", and internal geometry potentially casting
shadows. This new algorithm is exposed in the standard_surface shader via the new parameters
subsurface_type (with enum values diffusion and randomwalk) and subsurface_anisotropy (HenyeyGreenstein's eccentricity g from -1.0 to +1.0). The default is to use the old empirical diffusion
method in order not to break the look of existing scenes.
New standard_surface's transmit_aovs flag: standard_surface shaders with transmission can
now pass through AOVs, by enabling the transmit_aovs parameter. If the background is transparent,
then the transmissive surface will become transparent so that it can be composited over another
background.
New car_paint shader: a dedicated shader for car paint, which can be thought of as the
combination of a simplified version of the standard_surface and flakes shaders. This shader can
create a wide range of car paint looks without having to connect several nodes.
Improved flakes shader: the size parameter is replaced by the density parameter, which makes it
easy to control the size and number of flakes. Alpha channel can be used as a mask. The
new shader supports non-disc shapes and 3D flakes, which can be used for rendering gemstone
inclusions like Goldstone, for example.
Improved triplanar shader, now supporting projection through Voronoi cells using the new cell
parameter. The rotation angle of the projected texture for each cell can be controlled with the
cell_rotate parameter. Cells can be smoothly blended using the cell_blend parameter.
Improved shadow_matte shader: we have revamped and simplified the shader to make it easier
to use, and fixed a number of long-standing issues: Indirect illumination now fills the global
diffuse_indirect and specular_indirect AOVs, so we have removed the shader’s (confusingly named)

indirect_diffuse and indirect_specular AOVs. Self-reflections are no longer rendered. A new
specular_IOR parameter was added that controls Fresnel reflection. Parameters offscreen_color
and background_type were removed. The new enum parameter background can be set to either
scene_background (default) or background_color, which allows connecting a specific texture in the
background_color parameter slot. Parameter alpha_mask was added to control whether the alpha
must be opaque or if it has to contain the shadow mask.
Subdivision frustum culling options: it is now possible not to subdivide patches outside the view
or dicing camera frustum. This is useful for any extended surface that is only partially visible as only
the directly visible part will be subdivided. Similarly, no subdivision work will happen if a mesh is not
directly visible. This can be turned on globally by setting subdiv_frustum_culling true in the rendering
options and can be turned off for specific meshes with subdiv_frustum_ignore true in the Arnold
Properties. The global subdiv_frustum_padding adds a world space padding to the frustum that can
be increased as needed to minimize artifacts from out-of-view objects in cast shadows, reflections,
etc. Note that motion blur is not yet taken into account and moving objects might require some
additional padding.
An environment variable (MAXtoA_LegacyMapSupport) is now available to turn on the legacy map
support by default.

Fixes:
More robust support of the legacy maps during an Active Shade session.
Fixed crashes when adding a geometry modifier during an Active Shade session.
The SSS Set Name in the Arnold Properties is now correctly exported.

See the Arnold 5.0.2.0 release notes for the full list of enhancements and fixes.

